
MEDIA PORTRAYALS OF WHITE TRASH:
Welfare Queens, Pregnant Teens, and Unclean Scenes—the Honey Boo Boo Phenomenon

THE STUDY
In 1937, George Orwell wrote that what really sets 
all other social classes apart from the poor is that, 
“the lower classes smell” but stated that no one 
in his society would dare say these words out loud. 
Move forward to contemporary entertainment and 
“these four frightful words” of Orwell’s time are 
tame by comparison to the term white trash

The last 30 years have seen a proliferation of TV 
shows featuring white trash with networks capitalizing 
on the portrayal of white trash in novel ways. 
For example, the sitcoms Married with Children 
(1987-1997) and Roseanne (1988-1997), the 
tabloid talk showThe Jerry Springer Show (1991-), 
the mockumentary Trailor Park Boys (2001-), and 
the reality-based Jersey Shore (2009-2012) 

TLC’s Honey Boo Boo (2012-2014) takes the 
“stereotypical media images of…welfare mothers” 
(Bullock et al., 2001) to a new level as it follows 
the life of the Shannon family, including the 
obese, uneducated, and never employed Mama 
June and her four daughters from four different 
fathers: Chickadee, Chubs, Pumpkin, and Alana

Qualitative discourse and conversation analyses of 
viewers’ online chatter

Analyzed how viewers frame these types of stories 
based on their own experiences and beliefs

METHODOLOGY: DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

FINDINGS: COMMON THEMES

BAD PARENTING

Coded for themes, tropes, metaphors, and ideologies in 
online postings and conversations

Reviewed several thousand online comments and 
conversations
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HISTORY OF A PEJORATIVE

1820s origin: In the Maryland, USA area as “a term of 
abuse—to disparage local poor whites”

Then and now: “As it does today, the term registered 
contempt and disgust, and it suggests sharp hostilities 
between social groups essentially competing for the 
same resources—the same jobs, the same opportunities, 
and even the same marriage partners”

Eugenics (1890s–present): Belief that “poor white 
depravity wasn’t attributable to any economic or social 
system—it was inherited.” Eugenics advocates for the 
enacting of laws for involuntary sterilization of “people 
considered unsuited [and un!t] for sexual reproduction.” 
Part of the eugenics movement focused on “differences 
within whiteness” and to “establish some whites as 
superior elites and to assign others to the trash heap 
of history”

Today: “The stigma of white trash remains an active part 
of our fevered cultural imagination, even as some try 
to reclaim the phrase as a badge of rebellious [honour].
But few who use the term today—either proudly or as 
ashaming slur—seem to know about its deep historical
entanglements with the politics of sex, race, and class”

Wray (2013), a leading researcher on white trash, explains 
different meanings and uses of the term to outline the 
history of the label white trash:

WHITE TRASH MEANS...
Wray (2013) explains different meanings of the label:

People are too stupid or too lazy to be successful; it’s 
their own damn fault (neoliberalism) that they are poor

Genetically there is something wrong with the poorest 
of the poor white people

Term some use as resistance to mainstream social and 
cultural values (white trash pride)

Label used to punish the rich for behaving badly 
(i.e., acting like white trash)

AKA: underclass, lumpenproletariat, cracker 

JOIN THE CONVERSATION echoesofpoverty.com 
This research seeks to deconstruct media representations 
of white trash by engaging in dialogues about the 
pervasiveness and causes of class-based inequality. 

Why does there exist such disdain and hatred against 
poor whites and especially women who need welfare?

Why is it socially and politically acceptable to call
poor white people white trash?

Why do we blame the individual for coming from 
poverty-class origins versus discussing larger social,
cultural, and institutional reasons for poverty?

Why do we reduce the experiences of people living
in abject poverty to a single story or stereotype 
(Adichie, 2009)?

How do we decide who we value in society (Sayer, 2005)?

RESEARCH FOCUS
To understand how viewers interpret TV programs
portraying lower socioeconomic groups 

To explore how the framing of stories by the media
can impact viewers’ ability to critically examine 
shows about the poor and, speci!cally, white trash
women and their children   

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Expand understanding of the role media plays in
framing stories of poverty

Increase understanding of what the socioeconomic
label white trash means and who it identi!es 

Critically examine if class-themed TV programs 
representing the poor are subverting class inequality 
or producing and reinforcing it  

Funded by: 

(The following quotes have been pulled from online postings)

Aside from the incredibly complex problems of multi-
generational poverty, I am appalled that people don’t 
see this program as child abuse” 

“

EUGENICS/STERILIZATION
How can one not look at these creatures and not see the 
absolute wisdom of Eugenics? Three generations of these 
morons is enough! We need to bring back forced sterilization; 
Offer anyone between the ages of, say, 15 and 25 a signi!cant 
cash payment to undergo tubal ligation/vasectomy”

“

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
The poor could stop being poor…if they behaved differently; 
it’s basically numerically impossible to fall under the 
poverty line if you !nish high school, wait to have children 
until you get married, and both work full time”

“

SOCIAL ASSISTANCE/WELFARE
Well, the !rst thing you should do if you’re in a hole is stop 
digging, so all forms of assistance to the able bodied poor 
should be abolished. If that puts children at risk, the 
children should be taken away...only real start of a solution”

“

STEREOTYPES AND STIGMAS
Some people are just irresponsible and don’t know 
how to live with even a basic level of intelligence and 
good judgment”

“

MORALITY
It’s the same messy pseudo-families formed by dysfunctional 
people who can’t hold real jobs and have no real future—but 
who don’t go postal so long as they have some alcohol and 
companionship and TV and a roof over their head”

“


